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Introduction
Our country is one of increasing opportunities for many children and youth. Innovations in
technology, education and health care make it possible for young people to learn more and live
better than their parents and grandparents. Medical advances have reduced infant mortality
and improved child health. The rise of the Internet has expanded our access to people and
information across the globe.
At the same time, our children and youth face
serious risks. The pervasive abuse of alcohol
and drugs tears the social fabric of families and
communities. Violence in our homes, schools and
neighborhoods threatens our children’s most basic
security. The recent recession has left stubbornly
high jobless rates in its wake.
While these problems affect children from all walks
of life, those living in poor families are the most
vulnerable. The snowball effect of poverty begins
when babies are born premature and underweight.
As poor children grow up, they are at greater risk
for health problems, lower school achievement and
higher drop-out rates.
Poor children are more likely to live in poor
communities that have fewer resources to support
high-quality schools, parks and community
programs. Race compounds the risks, with a black
child being seven times more likely than a white
child to live in a poor neighborhood.
Measures of academic success suggest that the
majority of America’s children could be doing
better in school and that children of color and low-income children struggle the most. Only
a third of all students are reading proficiently at grade level by fourth grade. A third are
proficient in math by eighth grade. Only four in five high school students graduate on time or
at all.1
Many Americans believe that more should be done to improve the well-being and success of
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our children and youth. The vast majority of us are parents, grandparents, aunts or uncles.
We care what happens to our loved ones. Many of us also believe that the future of our
communities and our nation hinges on what we do today to help children become healthy and
contributing adults.

The case for community
Education in its fullest sense is a community endeavor. Children and youth spend the majority
of their time in settings beyond their schools, interacting with a wide range of adults and peers.
The quality of their relationships and experiences across all settings impacts their academic
achievement, as well as other skills needed to succeed in life.
Paul Tough elaborates on this broad view of learning in his best-selling book, How
Children Succeed. Weaving together scientific research and real-life stories, Tough stresses
the importance of what he calls character-building skills like perseverance, curiosity,
conscientiousness, optimism and self-control – skills that can’t be learned in school alone.
“We now know a great deal about the kinds of interventions that will help children develop
those strengths and skills, starting at birth and
going all the way through college,” says Tough.
“Parents are an excellent vehicle for those
interventions. Transformative help also comes
regularly from social workers, teachers, clergy
members, pediatricians and neighbors. We can
argue about whether those interventions should
be provided by the government or nonprofit
organizations or religious institutions, or a
combination of the three. But what we can’t argue
anymore is that there’s nothing we can do.”2
Research by the Search Institute draws similar
conclusions about what children need to succeed.
The Institute has identified 40 Developmental
Assets® that help young people grow up healthy,
caring and responsible. These include the external
assets from caring adults who provide safety,
encouragement, boundaries and direction. They
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also include the internal assets that children develop related to motivation, values, social and
emotional abilities, and positive identity.3
Over the past two decades, Search Institute researchers have studied the impact of
Developmental Assets on more than three million children and youth in thousands of
communities. They found that the more assets young people have, the more likely they are to
do well in school, be persistent in the face of challenges or adversity, pay attention to healthy
nutrition and exercise, and save money, rather than just spending it.
Conversely, the more assets that young people have, the less likely they are to be in high-risk
situations, such as using alcohol, tobacco and/or illicit drugs, being involved in violent or antisocial behaviors, engaging in sexual intercourse, and experiencing depression.
The Search Institute’s latest survey reveals that most children have a “fragile foundation”
for healthy development, with only 11 percent having three-quarters or more of the
developmental assets. The researchers conclude, “In terms of developmental assets, no group
is immune; no group is cursed. All young people, including those who ‘have everything’ and
those who have little – need society to pay more attention to their care and nurture.”4

Return on investments
Childhood is referred to as “the formative years” for good reason. During the first few years
of life, the synapses between brain cells are forming more rapidly than they ever will again,
creating the basic architecture needed for vision, hearing, language, emotions and learning.
While genetics or “nature” plays a role, researchers agree that “nurture” has an even more
powerful influence on early development. A child’s relationships, activities and environments
during this critical time help set the stage for all later learning.5
More recently, neuroscientists have discovered significant stages of brain development in
adolescence as well. Brain scans of children from the early years through their teens suggest
that different parts of the cortex – the part of the brain that controls thought and memory –
mature at different rates. Areas involved in more basic functions evolve first, while the parts
responsible for controlling impulses, planning ahead and other more adult behaviors are
among the last to mature.6
Investments in child and youth development pay off in numerous ways, including more high
school graduates who, on average, earn higher incomes, contribute more in taxes and are less
likely to rely on public assistance or end up in prison.
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Beyond the benefits to the individual, each new
high school graduate confers a net benefit to
taxpayers of about $127,000 over the lifetime of
the graduate, according to economists Henry Levin
and Cecelia Rouse. Cutting the national dropout
rate in half would produce 700,000 additional
graduates per year and a net benefit to the public
of close to $1 trillion over 11 years.
“Investing our public dollars wisely to reduce the
number of dropouts must be a central part of any
strategy to raise long-run economic growth, reduce
inequality and return fiscal health to our national,
state and local governments,” say Levin and Rouse.7

What should communities do to help
children succeed?
The purpose of this guide is to help people explore
what should be done in their communities to
improve child well-being and success in life. The
framework is designed to examine the issue from a variety of perspectives and involve people
from different walks of life. It is based on the belief that the best way to make progress on
public problems is for the public to talk about and work through them together.
Parents for Public Schools developed the guide based on interviews conducted with a wide
range of community members. The organization
works to strengthen public schools by engaging,
educating and mobilizing parents. Its members
believe that it takes all of us – parents, educators,
employers, faith groups, civic organizations,
community programs and policymakers – to
provide the opportunities necessary for all children
to succeed in school and adult life.
The guide offers three options as starting points
for the dialogue. Although not mutually exclusive, the options reflect different ways of thinking
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about the issue.
•

The first option is to promote high expectations. From this perspective, the main
problem is that we don’t expect enough from our children, families, schools or
communities. Therefore, we need to reach higher and work harder to prepare young
people to succeed in a rapidly changing world.

•

The second option is to remove barriers to success. From this perspective, the main
problem is that too many children and youth face serious disadvantages that impair
their learning and well-being. Therefore, we need to do more to reduce the personal,
social and economic obstacles to their success in school and life.

•

The third option is to build stronger bridges. From this perspective, the main problem
is that families, schools and communities are operating in separate silos. Therefore we
need to create better ways for all parties to talk, plan and take action together.

Additional options may surface during the discussion. For each option, we’ll examine the
advantages and disadvantages, weigh the trade-offs and consider actions we could take in our
communities to help children succeed.

Questions for Communities
• How are children and youth faring in our own
community?
• What are our main concerns about their well-being
and success?
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Promote High Expectations
According to Option 1, the main problem is that we don’t expect enough from
our children, families, schools or communities. We need to reach higher and work harder to
prepare young people to live in a rapidly changing world and compete in the global economy.
This means rigorous standards for schools and community programs, families who are actively
involved with their children, and communities that hold themselves accountable for positive
outcomes.

The power of expectations
Psychologist Robert Rosenthal and school principal Lenore Jacobson conducted a groundbreaking experiment in 1968 that changed our understanding of the impact of teachers’
expectations on student learning.8 They privately told a group of elementary school teachers
that some of the children in their classrooms were “late bloomers” and likely to experience
future growth spurts, based on an analysis of standardized test scores. In truth, the children
had been chosen randomly, with no bearing to test scores, and none knew what their teachers
had been told about them.
When researchers tested all of the children a year later, the “late bloomers” had indeed
bloomed, showing greater intellectual gains than did the other children in the same
classrooms.
Rosenthal and Jacobson called this phenomenon the Pygmalion Effect and attributed it to
several factors. When teachers have favorable expectations about students, they tend to be
warmer and more welcoming toward them. They teach more material and give more feedback
to those children. They call on them more often and tend to let them talk longer than other
children. The children, in turn, perform better and become more confident of their ability to
learn.
Studies have also shown that the Pygmalion Effect works in reverse, where lower expectations
of teachers have a chilling effect on student achievement.
“Kindergartners coming to school show enormous interest in learning, and this cuts across
socio-economic, racial, and ethnic lines,” says educator Jeannie Oakes, author of Keeping
Track: How Schools Structure Inequality. “The willingness of 4- and 5-year-olds to work hard at
learning is just extraordinary, both in school and out of school. But as kids go through school, if
they don’t have successful experiences, they learn that their effort does not pay off. So by high
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school we see a real diminishing of interest in school and willingness to do any hard work.”9

Expectations begin at home
Leading experts on child development recognize parents as a child’s first and most important
teacher. This “teaching” begins when a baby learns that cooing or crying will evoke a response
from care-giving adults and takes different forms as the child grows up.
To be effective teachers and guides, parents need to have age-appropriate expectations of
children, reinforce behavior that meets those expectations and discourage or redirect behavior
that diverges from what is expected. Early childhood home visiting programs, such as Parents
as Teachers and Nurse-Family Partnership, focus on giving parents the knowledge, skills and
expectations they need to help their children succeed in school and life.
Dr. John Duffy, author of The Available Parent, advises parents to “never underestimate the
potential of your child to accomplish something great. Every child deserves the opportunity to
marvel at himself for something he never thought he could have accomplished… So, when your
child says she wants to quit piano, or doesn’t want to try out for the play, or the soccer team,
sometimes we parents have to pull rank. The moments are too precious to let them slide.”10

A global view of expectations
Our expectations of children ultimately impact all of us. For example the United States has
lost its competitive edge when it comes to preparing young people for the global workforce.
Despite spending more money per student than any other nation, the U.S. ranked 31st in math,
24th in science and 21st in reading on the 2012 Program for International Student Assessment
(PISA). The U.S. high school graduation rate has fallen to 22nd among 27 industrialized
countries.11
In her book The Smartest Kids in the World and How They Got That Way, Amanda Ripley
looks for lessons America might learn from South Korea and other countries touting higher
test scores and more degrees. One thing they all have in common is rigor, she says, which
she defines as work that is worthwhile, relevant and challenging enough for children to fail
sometimes and learn how to pick themselves up and try again.
In South Korea, students and their parents know that having a shot at a prosperous life hinges
on passing a stringent high school graduation exam. In Seoul, the authorities try unsuccessfully
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to enforce a 10:00 pm study curfew for private cram schools. Serious students wear small
pillows on their wrists to school for sleeping during class after all-night study sessions.
Many South Koreans say the academic pressure is out of control, and Ripley agrees. Yet, when
she weighs erring on the side of too much rigor versus not enough, she leans toward more
rigor. “It was relentless and excessive, yes, but it also felt more honest,” she says of the South
Koreans. “The kids knew what it felt like to grapple with complex ideas and think outside their
comfort zone; they understood the value of persistence. They knew what it felt like to fail,
work harder and do better. They were prepared for the modern world.”12
The Common Core State Standards are one example of U.S. efforts to raise expectations.
Governors and state school chiefs led the development of the standards. Their goal was to
ensure that all students graduate from high school prepared to succeed in college, career,
and life, regardless of where they live or work. The standards outline what a student should
know and be able to do at the end of each grade in language arts/literacy and mathematics.
The majority of states have adopted the Common Core, though some are concerned that
standardization undermines innovation and creativity in the classroom.

What should we do to promote high expectations?
America’s loss of standing in international student achievement bodes poorly for the future of
our nation and its people. The current generation of youth can no longer expect to do better
economically than their parents. And the situation will only get worse if we don’t get serious
about expecting more from our children, our institutions and ourselves.
Potential actions
1. Parents could focus more on maintaining high expectations, based on a solid understanding
of child development and effective ways to encourage learning.
2. Community and faith-based organizations that sponsor child care and preschool programs
could adopt rigorous curricula and activities to promote development.
3. School boards could eliminate “social promotion” and enact strict standards that students
must meet before they advance to the next grade.
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4. Businesses could provide more mentors and summer internships to give teenagers
exposure to potential careers and their requirements.
5. Public agencies could make outcome data more readily available to community members
regarding the overall performance of students, teachers, schools and community programs
in order to hold them accountable and help them improve.

Potential drawbacks and trade-offs
•

Not everyone is exceptional. Raising the bar too high could undermine the confidence and
school performance of many children and youth.

•

The emphasis on individual achievement can lead to hyper-competitiveness and detract
from the cooperation and relationships needed for a well-rounded life.

•

This option requires adults to embrace higher expectations and hold themselves, as well as
children and youth, accountable.

Questions for Communities

• What are we currently doing to promote high
expectations for our children, families, schools and
communities?
• What more should we be doing, as individuals and
organizations?
• What policies – local, state or national – should be
created or changed?
• What are the drawbacks or trade-offs of Option 1 for
our community?
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Remove Barriers to Success

According to Option 2, the main problem is that too many children and youth face serious
disadvantages that impair their learning and well-being. These include hunger, homelessness,
disability and discrimination, to name of few. We need to assure all children a fair chance in life
by tackling the personal, social and economic barriers to their success.

The power of zip codes
A child’s developmental opportunities have more to do with luck than logic, according to the
national Campaign for Grade-Level Reading. In a short animated video called The Statisticks
Lottery, they present Jamie and Jordan, born on the same day to loving parents who want the
best for them. Jamie, however, is born into a low-income family living in a poor neighborhood,
while Jordan lands with a family living in a middle-class zip code.13
Jamie falls behind from birth, and the developmental gap between him and Jordan grows
wider as they grow older. Because his mother lacked access to quality prenatal care, Jamie is
born smaller. And because his family can’t afford high-quality child care or preschool, he is two
times more likely than Jordan to experience developmental delays.
By the time they enter kindergarten, Jamie has fallen behind Jordan in language and prereading skills by 12 to 14 months. A myriad of health, education and housing problems make
Jamie four times more likely than Jordan to be chronically absent from school. Each summer,
Jamie loses two months of what he learned at school, while Jordan gains a month through
access to libraries, field trips and camps.
By the time they reach third grade, Jamie is two school years behind Jordan in critical reading
skills, which will put him behind in other subjects as well. Because of this, Jamie and students
like him are 13 times more likely to drop out of school.
But risk is not destiny, according to the Campaign for Grade-Level Reading. With the right kind
of support, they say low-income students can catch up to other students -- enough to graduate
from high school, go to college and get a good-paying job. The keys to success are making sure
children are healthy and ready to start school, grow up in word-enriched environments, have
healthy and educational summer activities, and attend school every day.
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Tackling the causes of disparities
Others say that playing catch-up isn’t enough. While some children in Jamie’s situation get
what they need to succeed, many more do not. Groups like Milwaukee-based Schools and
Communities United say we need to zero in on the root causes of the disparities, especially
discrimination and segregation.14
Milwaukee is one of the most segregated cities in America. Its neighborhoods are more
segregated than any other major metropolitan area in terms of rich and poor, as well as black
and white. Milwaukee also has the highest employment gap between African-Americans and
whites – 32 percentage points among men and 20 points for women. A higher percentage of
African American men are incarcerated in Wisconsin than in any other state.
As a result, disturbingly large numbers of Milwaukee’s African American children are being
raised in poor neighborhoods, with parents who are more likely to be jobless or incarcerated.
It comes as no surprise that Wisconsin has the nation’s widest achievement gap between
African-American and white students in every test category, based on results from the National
Assessment of Education Progress.
Nothing short of rebuilding Milwaukee’s communities and schools will close these egregious
gaps, according to Schools and Communities United. Their priorities for schools include
more funding and less privatization, smaller class sizes, more bilingual education, and prekindergarten programs starting at age three.
To rebuild communities, the group calls for targeted economic development in high-poverty
neighborhoods to create jobs that sustain families. In addition, they say Milwaukee needs
more affordable and desegregated housing, a regional mass transportation system, and
community-based alternatives to mass incarceration.

Separate and unequal schools
Oliver Brown from Topeka, Kansas, was thrust into the national limelight when he objected
to his daughter being bussed to a school for black children when there was a white-only
school a few blocks from their home. The NAACP took his case to court in Kansas, as they had
done with similar cases in other states. Five of those cases, including Brown’s, made it to the
U.S. Supreme Court in 1952. The high court consolidated the cases into Brown v. Board of
Education.
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The Supreme Court’s ruling in favor of Brown was a major civil rights milestone, reversing
earlier decisions that permitted racial segregation in public transit and facilities. When he
delivered the Court’s ruling in the Brown case on May 17, 1954, Chief Justice Earl Warren said,
“We conclude that in the field of public education the doctrine of ‘separate but equal’ has no
place. Separate educational facilities are inherently unequal.”
Two decades after Brown v. Board of Education, parents of children with disabilities achieved
a similar milestone when Congress passed the Education for All Handicapped Children Act
of 1975. The law requires public schools to provide “free appropriate public education” to
students with disabilities. It mandates the “least restrictive environment” possible, which
means inclusion in a regular education classroom unless there are compelling and legal reasons
not to. The law was reauthorized in 1990 as the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.
The progress made in school integration has been met with roadblocks and backsliding. The
racial and economic re-segregation of schools has resulted in 80 percent of Latinos and 74
percent of black students attending schools where the majority are students of color, as well
as disproportionately poor.15 And while most students with disabilities now attend schools
with their non-disabled peers, many spend the majority of their day in segregated classrooms.
Unless challenged, re-segregation will continue to undermine educational equality.

What should we do to remove barriers to success?
Americans love stories about people who persevered and overcame great odds to achieve
success. But these stories apply to only a few, while many others who try fail. As a nation, we
have a responsibility to increase the odds of success for our young people, which in turn will
improve the quality of life of all of us.
Potential actions
1. Businesses could locate in low-income communities and provide full-time jobs to local
workers.
2. Parents could pursue further education and training in order to secure better jobs that
support their families and provide more opportunities for their children.
3. Individuals could advocate for public policies that remove barriers to success, including
school funding allocations that provide more dollars for students who are economically
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disadvantaged.
4. Faith and community-based programs could give higher priority to families who have low
incomes or special needs over families who are better off.
5. School boards could create “magnet schools” with a special focus, such as science or the
arts, to attract a more diverse range of students to schools beyond their neighborhoods.

Potential drawbacks and trade-offs
•

Unless additional resources are provided, some children would receive fewer publicly
funded services so that less advantaged children could receive more.

•

Programs that target disadvantaged children and youth often have a stigmatizing effect that
leads to ridicule and further exclusion.

•

Efforts to address the root causes of inequality may pay off in the long run, but do nothing
to help disadvantaged children today.

Questions for Communities

• What are we currently doing in our community
to reduce disparities and improve opportunities for
vulnerable children and families?
• What more should we be doing, as individuals and
organizations?
• What policies – local, state or national – should be
created or changed?
• What are the drawbacks or trade-offs of Option 2 for
our community?
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According to Option 3, the main problem is that families, schools and

communities aren’t pulling together to help young people succeed. Too often, the people who
care about children and youth operate in separate silos and miss critical opportunities for
collective action that would yield greater results. We need to create better ways for all parties
to think, talk, plan and take action together.

The power of relationships
Schools, communities, and families are inextricably connected when it comes to positive
outcomes for children and youth, according to the national Coalition for Community Schools.
Using public schools as hubs, community schools bring together a variety of partners to help
children succeed in school and in life. Each year, the coalition presents awards for excellence to
community schools that are showing tangible results.16
One recent award-winner is Cincinnati Community Learning Centers, a core component of a
decade-long effort to improve Cincinnati’s public schools. These school-based centers capitalize
on the “sweet spot” of parents, teachers and community partners working together in a place
where students achieve and the community feels at home. Currently, 36 of Cincinnati’s 55
schools have centers with full-time resource coordinators.
Each center is tailored to the community it serves to offer health, mental health, youth
development, college and career preparation, and other services. Julie Doppler, the districtwide coordinator, says, “No school, neighborhood, district or city is exactly like another. In
Cincinnati, we celebrate these differences, which is why each of our community learning
centers has its own ‘look and feel’ that responds to local student and community needs.”17
The centers have contributed to the transformation of Cincinnati Public Schools, where
graduation rates shot up from 51 percent in 2000 to 82 percent in 2010. The achievement gap
between African American and white students has tumbled to 1.2 percent. Enrollment declines
have been reversed, and Cincinnati is now the highest rated urban school district in Ohio.
Other Coalition of Community Schools award winners include Harmon Johnson Elementary
School in Sacramento, California, where parents convinced the school district not to close their
school. Instead, the district invested $1.4 million in improvements and brought health, mental
health, and dental services into the school. Parent volunteerism, academic test scores, and
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timely health care have increased as a result.
“These schools and communities share a common vision for how deep and purposeful
partnerships can be well-integrated in the life of the school,” says Martin Blank, director of the
Coalition for Community Schools. “They recognize the importance of building strong families
and communities around the school and have learned how to sustain their work by leveraging
the resources of the entire community.”

Leaders at every level
The veterans of successful family-school-community partnerships say there are inevitable
challenges along the way. It takes time for people to develop the trust and understanding
needed to work together effectively. This can be especially hard for parents who may not have
had positive experiences with their children’s schools or felt their opinions were discounted.
Parent leadership programs give parents the skills and confidence to be equal partners.
The Head Start program offers one of the longest-standing examples of parent leadership
development. Created as part of President Johnson’s War on Poverty in 1964, Head Start
promotes school readiness among low-income children, as well as leadership skills among their
parents. From the very beginning, Head Start parents are respected and supported as decisionmakers for their families. They are encouraged to serve on Head Start parent committees
and policy councils. Many gain employment in Head Start programs, where a quarter of the
workforce is parents of current or former Head Start children.18
Other examples of effective parent leadership programs include Boston Public Schools Parent
University, Kentucky’s Commonwealth Institute for Parent Leadership and Parents for Public
Schools. Programs such as these train parents to navigate the school system for their own
children and to improve public schools for all children in their community. Some parents have
been elected to school boards, created afterhours reading space, developed peer-to-peer
tutoring programs and raised funding for science labs. They also advocate for funding and
policies that support public schools and the students they serve.

The earlier the better
Debby Renfroe, a Mississippi kindergarten teacher, and her husband Steve, a Chevron
executive, were concerned about young children who started school without the skills they
needed to learn at a kindergarten level. They reached out to early childhood experts in the
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state to find out what might be done to enhance early learning and school readiness. The
group ultimately decided that the focus had to be not only on parents and programs, but on
the entire community. They formed a nonprofit organization to shepherd the work.
In 2004, with a grant from Chevron, the new organization launched Excel by 5, a communitybased certification designed to improve a child’s overall well-being by age five. The first-ofits-kind in the United States, the program emphasizes the important roles communities play
in educating their children during their most formative years. Thirty-two communities across
Mississippi are currently certified, with local coalitions working to improve opportunities for
early development – ranging from reading and singing to babies, to developing high-quality
child care for working parents, to making businesses safe and welcoming for young children.
“This is about a grass roots, local support base that communities can take on to help parents
and young children,” said Steve Renfroe. “Excel By 5 is about growing the leadership base
for early childhood issues in Mississippi. It’s centered around personal responsibility and a
community’s responsibility for supporting parents and young children. It’s truly a bottom up
initiative.”19

What should we do to build stronger bridges?
While the temptation is great to opt for a quick fix, what our children and youth really need are
adults who are willing to work together over the long haul. As the above examples illustrate,
this requires commitment, open-mindedness and collaboration among families, schools and
community members. The time invested pays off when positive, sustained changes result in
better outcomes for young people.
Potential actions
1. Businesses could form partnerships with schools and nonprofit agencies to provide mentors
for youth, as well as business expertise to those organizations.
2. Policymakers and funders could support “cradle to career” initiatives that help schools and
community organizations work together more effectively to improve child outcomes.
3. Schools and community members could work together to identify ways that school space
could be used to benefit the entire community, such as health centers, computer labs and
libraries that are open to both students and the public.
4. School boards could require every school to establish a local decision-making committee
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that includes the principal, teachers, students, parents and other community members.
5. Students, parents and community members could plan and participate in leadership
development training to become stronger partners in community dialogues and initiatives.
Potential drawbacks and trade-offs
•

This inclusive approach could leave important decisions about education to people who lack
relevant knowledge or experience.

•

The time spent on supporting meaningful collaboration might be better spent on
immediate, concrete activities that directly benefit children and youth.

•

Broad-based decision-making could have a chilling effect on innovative ideas that aren’t
supported by the majority of partners.

Questions for Communities

• What are we currently doing to build stronger bridges
among families, schools and communities in order to
help children thrive?
• What more should we be doing, as individuals and
organizations?
• What policies – local, state or national – should be
created or changed?
• What are the drawbacks or trade-offs of Option 3 for
our community?
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The main problem is that we don’t expect enough from our children,
families, schools or communities. We need to reach higher and work
harder to prepare young people to live in a rapidly changing world and
compete in the global economy. This means rigorous standards for schools
and community programs, families who are actively involved with their
children, and communities that hold themselves accountable for positive
outcomes.
1. Parents could do more to help their children reach their full potential,
based on a solid understanding of child development and effective ways
to encourage learning.
2. Community and faith-based organizations that sponsor child care and
preschool programs could adopt rigorous curricula and activities to
promote development.
3. School boards could eliminate “social promotion” and enact strict
standards that students must meet before they advance to the next
grade.
4. Businesses could provide more mentors and summer internships to give
teenagers exposure to potential careers and their requirements.
5. Public agencies could make outcome data more readily available to
community members regarding the overall performance of students,
teachers, schools and community programs in order to hold them
accountable and help them improve.
• Not everyone is exceptional. Raising the bar too high could undermine
the confidence and school performance of many children and youth.
• The emphasis on individual achievement can lead to hypercompetitiveness and detract from the cooperation and relationships
needed for a well-rounded life.
• This option requires adults to embrace higher expectations and hold
themselves, as well as children and youth, accountable.
When we think about our own community • What are we currently doing to promote high expectations?
• What more should we be doing, as individuals and organizations?
• What policies – local, state or national – should be created or changed?
• What are the drawbacks or trade-offs of this option for our community?
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Option 2: Remove Barriers to Success

The main problem is that too many children and youth face serious disadvantages that impair their learning and well-being. These include hunger,
homelessness, disability and discrimination, to name a few. We need to
assure all children a fair chance in life by tackling the personal, social and
economic barriers to their success.
1. Businesses could locate in low-income communities and provide fulltime jobs to local workers.
2. Parents could pursue further education and training in order to secure
better jobs that support their families and provide more opportunities
for their children.
3. Individuals could advocate for public policies that remove barriers to
success, such as school funding allocations that provide more dollars for
students who are economically disadvantaged.
4. Faith and community-based programs could give higher priority to
families who have low incomes or special needs over families who are
better off.
5. School boards could create “magnet schools” with a special focus, such
as science or the arts, to attract a more diverse range of students to
schools beyond their neighborhoods.
• Unless additional resources are provided, some children would receive
fewer publicly funded services so that less advantaged children could
receive more.
• Programs that target disadvantaged children and youth often have a
stigmatizing effect that leads to ridicule and further exclusion.
• Efforts to address the root causes of inequality may pay off in the long
run, but do nothing to help disadvantaged children today.
When we think about our own community • What are we currently doing to level the playing field?
• What more should we be doing, as individuals and organizations?
• What policies – local, state or national – should be created or changed?
• What are the drawbacks or trade-offs of this option for our community?
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Option 3: Build Stronger Bridges
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The main problem is that families, schools and communities aren’t pulling
together to help young people succeed. Too often, the people who care
about children and youth operate in separate silos and miss critical
opportunities for collective action that would yield greater results. We
need to create better ways for all parties to think, talk, plan and take action
together.
1. Businesses could form partnerships with schools and nonprofit agencies
to provide mentors for youth, as well as business expertise to those
organizations.
2. Policymakers and funders could support “cradle to career” initiatives
that help schools and community organizations work together more
effectively to improve child outcomes.
3. Schools and community members could work together to identify ways
that school space could be used to benefit the entire community, such
as health centers, computer labs and libraries that are open to both
students and the public.
4. School boards could require every school to establish a local decisionmaking committee that includes the principal, teachers, students,
parents and other community members.
5. Students, parents and community members could plan and participate
in leadership development training to become stronger partners in
community dialogues and initiatives.
• This inclusive approach could leave important decisions about
education to people who lack relevant knowledge or experience.
• The time spent on supporting meaningful collaboration might be better
spent on immediate, concrete activities that directly benefit children
and youth.
• Broad-based decision-making could have a chilling effect on innovative
ideas that aren’t supported by the majority of partners.
When we think about our own community • What are we currently doing to build stronger bridges?
• What more should we be doing, as individuals and organizations?
• What policies – local, state or national – should be created or changed?
• What are the drawbacks or trade-offs of this option for our community?

Closing Questions
“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”
- Lao Tzu, Chinese philosopher
Many people who participate in community dialogues want to do more than talk about the
problem; they also want to consider actions that will improve the situation. What are the
opportunities for action that emerged from this dialogue?

What did we learn from the dialogue?
•

Where were our areas of greatest agreement?

•

Where were our areas of greatest disagreement?

•

What insights did we gain about helping children succeed?

What can we do?
•

What can we each do personally to help children and youth succeed?

•

What can our schools, organizations and community members do?

•

What policies – local, state or national – should be created or changed?

Where should we start?
•

What actions are likely to have the greatest impact?

•

What actions are the most doable in terms of time, resources and public will?

•

Even if the actions are successful, what drawbacks or trade-offs will we face?

•

Who needs to be involved?

•

What will be our next steps?
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